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Application: 
Protective jacket, model: The high visibility DROGOWIEC PREMIUM produces a visual signal to make the user visible, e.g. 
to operators of vehicles or other machines, in all light conditions, both in daylight and in darkness when illuminated by 
vehicle headlamps.  
 
Composition: 100% polyester. 
 
The product conforms to the relevant requirements of the EU harmonisation legislation: with the Regulation (EU) 2016/425  
and the harmonised standards: EN ISO 13688:2013 and EN ISO 20471:2013/A1:2016.  
The declaration of conformity is available on the website www.robod.pl/ce 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Usage, Transport, Storage and Maintenance: 
Store the clothing in its genuine packaging. Keep the clothes clean. The protection may become less effective when the 
clothing gets dirty.  If the clothing is damaged, it should be immediately replaced. The clothing should be stored by being 
hung up in a dry and well ventilated room, far from heat and light sources and protected against getting soiled, damaged and 
affected by chemicals.  
 
Cleaning and maintenance:  

 
 
 
 

 
1. Maximum washing temperature: 40 deg. C. Standard process.  
2. Do not use bleaching. 
3. Do not dry in a drum dryer.  
4. Do not iron. 
5. Do not dry clean.    

Disposal:  
Dispose in conformity to the local regulations mandatory in the given country. 

Note:  

The specific maximum number of cleaning cycles is not the only factor related to the product lifetime. The product lifetime will 
also depend on the conditions on which it is used, stored etc. 
  
 
 

 

 

 

Producer:  

ROBOD S.A. 
80-017 Gdańsk, Poland 
Trakt św. Wojciecha 223/225 
Tel. (+48) 58 321 98 20 
e-mail: info@robod.pl 
www.robod.pl  

 
The EU type assessment certificate was issued by the notified body: 
Instytut Włókiennictwa (no  1435), 92-103 Łódź, Poland, ul. 
Brzezińska 5/15. 

 

 

Usage, Storage and Maintenance Manual 
for High Visibility Jacket 

Explanation of graphic characters: 
 
1) The product conforms to the EU harmonisation legislation requirements: with the Regulation (EU) 2016/425  

2) The clothing meets the requirements of the harmonised standard EN ISO 20471:2013/A1:2016. 
    The digit "3” next to the graphic symbol indicates the visibility class of a clothing product.  
3) Maximum number of maintenance cycles - 25 maintenance cycles.  
4) Make yourself familiar with this usage manual before use. 
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